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1 Introduction
Domain-specific modeling aims to model a problem domain (e.g., a factory product line or
an insurance process) as concisely and accurately as possible [KT07]. Employing method-
ologies such as Model-Driven Engineering in the software development process can boost
productivity, increase the comprehension of the problem domain, and even foster under-
standing between developers and domain experts or stakeholders. Models can also be used
for other purposes like formal analysis, design space exploration, requirements elicitation,
or source code generation.

The structure of a model is usually represented as a graph, since this form makes it
easier to visualize the model, which is a very prevalent approach to modeling. Text-based
approaches in modeling are often only delegated to constraint checking (using a language
like the Object Constraint Language) or generating source code. However, the models
themselves can also be described using a textual notation, with its own advantages and
disadvantages.

Model-driven methodologies are slowly becoming more prevalent in the industry, al-
though problems like model evolution management and model versioning impede their
further spread. Version Control Systems can also support model evolution. When used
properly, they can greatly improve the efficiency of traditional software development.
Applying them to model-driven methodologies can also boost efficiency. However, dif-
ferencing and merging graph-based models is inherently different from text-based source
code, thus, they require different treatment during version control. Managing the version
control of models in their textual form provides an alternative that comes with its own
challenges, advantages, and drawbacks.

Multi-level modeling [AK01] is a modeling paradigm aiming to solve the shortcomings
of classic (meta-)modeling approaches such as OMG’s four-level Meta-Object Facility
(MOF). Multi-level modeling allows for an unlimited number of instantiation levels as
opposed to the four levels prescribed by OMG. One of the main goals of multi-level
modeling is to reduce accidental complexity, which refers to parts of the solution needed
only to express its modeled (multi-level) nature, instead of describing the domain in
question. A good example of this is the application of the Item Description pattern [Coa92]
to describe multiple domain levels in object-oriented languages. Compared to classic
modeling approaches, multi-level models are often reduced in size, are more compact,
and describe the target domain more accurately. Therefore, many problem domains can
benefit significantly from using multi-level modeling.

One of the most prevalent enablers of multi-level modeling are the notions of clabject
and potency. They were introduced to handle challenges caused by instantiation spanning
multiple levels (often referred to as deep instantiation). Over the years, several variations
of the potency notion emerged, each of them adding to, modifying, or improving upon
the original concept. While there have been recent advances made to unify multi-level
modeling concepts, there are still many different concepts behind multi-level modeling
that are more or less related to each other. For example, some approaches do not rely
on the potency notion at all, while others use one or more of its variations. However, it
is often difficult to compare or evaluate these approaches since they are usually based on
different theoretical foundations or practical toolchains.

Based on the aforementioned challenges, my dissertation focuses on two distinct prob-
lems: i) text-based model differencing and merging; ii) experimenting with multi-level
constructs in a unified way.
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2 Novel Scientific Results
In this Section, I highlight the contributions of the dissertation, focusing on its main
results. The contributions are split into two theses, based on the two main topics the
dissertation focuses on.

2.1 Thesis I

The first thesis focuses on model differencing and merging (MDM), which is considered to
be a main component of model-based version control systems. In addition to a thorough
review and examination of existing literature, a novel text-based model differencing and
merging algorithm is presented and analyzed here. The thesis consists of three subtheses.
Publications related to Thesis I are as follows: [J1, J2] [C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C7, C8, C9]

Subthesis I.1

I have provided a thorough state-of-the-art in the field of model differencing and merg-
ing - focusing on model matching - by conducting a Systematic Literature Review (SLR)
following rigid scientific guidelines. In addition to presenting the state-of-the-art in this
research field, I have shown that text-based approaches are a lot less common compared to
graph-based approaches. I have also shown that if an algorithm focuses on both generality
and accuracy, it always comes with a configuration cost.

Figure 1: Overview of the study selection process.

The SLR was conducted following rigid, scientific guidelines as they were presented in
the literature. I have explicitly defined the scope and goals, research questions, inclusion
and exclusion criteria, and the search strategy of the survey. The manual search was
conducted on the proceedings of known conferences and workshops that contained relevant
studies. During the automatic search, the ACM Guide to Computing Literature and IEEE
Xplore were used, with specific search strings formulated for both. Of the 4693 total
study candidates (including duplicates), 119 primary studies and 6 secondary studies were
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selected in the process (Figure 1). In other words, these studies were the ones considered
to be relevant to the previously formulated research questions. The results highlight the
main open questions in this research field and serve as background and motivation for the
rest of Thesis I.

Publications related to Subthesis I.1 are as follows: [J1, J2] [C3]

Subthesis I.2

I have developed an MDM algorithm which in addition to being text-based, also focuses
on both accuracy and generality. Among other concepts, I have provided definitions for
the accuracy and generality of an MDM algorithm. I have proven the soundness and
completeness of each phase of the algorithm.

Definition 2.1. The generality of an MDM algorithm refers to the cardinality of set
G where G consists of every modeling language the algorithm is compatible with. A
modeling language is compatible with an MDM algorithm if the algorithm aims to work
with any given input models M1 and M2 in said language. G can be a finite or an infinite
set.

Definition 2.2. Given models M1 and M2, a matching pair is a pair of model elements
(m1, m2) found matching by an MDM algorithm based on arbitrary criteria, where m1 ∈
M1 and m2 ∈M2. The set of matching pairs MP between models M1 and M2 consists
of every matching pair discovered by an MDM algorithm. The only restriction is that for
∀m1 ∈M1 : ∄(m1,mx) ∈MP ∧ (m1,my) ∈MP : mx ̸= my.

Definition 2.3. Given models M1 and M2, a conflict represents a syntactic or semantic
difference found by an MDM algorithm between model elements (me1, me2), where me1 ∈
M1 and me2 ∈M2. A conflict set between M1 and M2 contains every conflict recognized
by an MDM algorithm.

Definition 2.4. The matching accuracy of an MDM algorithm between models M1

and M2 is the vector AM = [ |Mc|
|Mfull|

, |Mi|
|Mfull|

], where Mfull is the set consisting of every
matching pair between M1 and M2, Mc is the set of correctly matched (true positive)
pairs by the algorithm, and Mi is the set of incorrectly matched (false positive) pairs.

Definition 2.5. The differencing accuracy of an MDM algorithm between models M1

and M2 is the vector AD = [ |Cc|
|Cfull|

, |Ci|
|Cfull|

], where Cfull is a conflict set consisting of every
conflict between M1 and M2, Cc is the set of correctly recognized (true positive) conflicts
by the algorithm, and Ci is the set of incorrectly recognized (false positive) conflicts.

Definition 2.6. Given matching accuracy AM and differencing accuracy AD, an MDM
algorithm focuses on accuracy if its main goal is maximizing AM0 and AD0, while
minimizing AM1 and AD1 for ∀M1,M2 input models, even at the cost of minimizing
generality, namely, the number of compatible languages (|G|). AM0 and AD0 refer to the
first, while AM1 and AD1 refer to the second component of their respective vectors. An
MDM algorithm focuses on generality if it focuses on maximizing |G|, even at the cost
of accuracy.

The goal of the MDM algorithm is to be as general as possible while also maintaining
accuracy. Since the algorithm employs an AST-based solution, it is independent of the
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Figure 2: Overview of the developed text-based MDM algorithm.

inner structure of the particular models, thus, generality can be achieved. However, in
order to work with an arbitrary modeling language and also be as accurate as possible,
the algorithm requires the parser of the language to provide certain operations. This
essentially serves as the configuration cost of the algorithm. These operations are as
follows:

1. Parsing the text and building the AST.
2. Syntactic and semantic verification of the AST / model.
3. Deciding whether two subtrees form a pair.
4. Deciding whether a conflict concerns only the format of the text, or if it has semantic

meaning.

Algorithm 1: The AST matching phase
Input: AST1, AST2

Output: MP, U1 ∪ U2

1 if ¬ (IS_MATCH(AST1, AST2)) then
2 return [∅, ∅];
3 C1 ← CHILDREN(AST1);
4 C2 ← CHILDREN(AST2);
5 Tried← ∅;
6 (MP, Tried)←MATCH_ASTS(C1, C2, T ried);
7 U1 ← AST1 \ FIRST (MP );
8 U2 ← AST2 \ SECOND(MP );
9 for ∀u1 ∈ U1 do

10 for ∀u2 ∈ U2 do
11 if (u1, u2) /∈ Tried then
12 (MP, Tried) ← (MATCH_ASTS({u1}, {u2}, Tried));

13 U1 ← AST1 \ FIRST (MP );
14 U2 ← AST2 \ SECOND(MP );
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Algorithm 2: The MATCH_ASTS operation
Input: C1, C2, T ried
Output: Pairs, Tried

1 Pairs← ∅;
2 TmpPair ← (∅, ∅);
3 for ∀i ∈ C1 do
4 for ∀j ∈ C2 do
5 if (i, j) /∈ Tried ∧ j /∈ SECOND(Pairs) then
6 Tried.ADD((i, j));
7 if IS_MATCH(i, j) then
8 Pairs.ADD((i, j));
9 Ci ← CHILDREN(i);

10 Cj ← CHILDREN(j);
11 (TmpPair, Tried)←MATCH_ASTS(Ci, Cj, T ried));
12 Pairs.ADD(TmpPair);

13 break;

As it can bee seen in Figure 2, the main phases of the algorithm are as follows: i) the
AST matching phase (see Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2), ii) the conflict detection phase,
and iii) the merge phase. I have presented the three phases separately and provided an
algorithmic representation for all of them.

Of noteworthy importance is the IS_MATCH operation, representing parser opera-
tion 3. There are no restrictions as to how the IS_MATCH operation works (whether
via static identifiers or realizing a more complex algorithm) and it is of unknown com-
plexity. Therefore, this operation can be considered to be an external algorithm which
from the point of view of our algorithm, acts as a black-box.

Definition 2.7. The AST matching phase is sound if for ∀(M1,M2) input models and
thus for ∀(AST1, AST2) input AST-s it is true that AM = [x, 0] : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.

Theorem 2.1. The AST matching phase of the algorithm is sound, assuming that the
IS_MATCH operation always correctly determines whether two model elements are
matching or not.

Definition 2.8. The AST matching phase is complete if for ∀(M1,M2) input models
and thus for ∀(AST1, AST2) input AST-s it is true that AM = [1, y] : 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.

Theorem 2.2. The AST matching phase of the algorithm is complete, assuming that
the IS_MATCH operation always correctly determines whether two model elements are
matching or not.

Definition 2.9. The conflict detection phase is sound if for ∀(M1,M2) input models and
thus for ∀(AST1, AST2) input AST-s it is true that AD = [x, 0] : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.

Definition 2.10. The conflict detection phase is complete if for ∀(M1,M2) input models
and thus for ∀(AST1, AST2) input AST-s it is true that AD = [1, y] : 0 ≤ y ≤ 1.

Theorem 2.3. The conflict detection phase of the algorithm is sound and complete.
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Definition 2.11. The merge phase is sound if ASTM on its output is always well-formed.

Theorem 2.4. The merge phase is sound, assuming that the CHECK operation always
returns the correct result.

Remark. The CHECK operation is responsible for checking whether an AST is syntac-
tically and semantically correct. For more details, see the dissertation.

Definition 2.12. The merge phase is complete if the merged model contains a solution
for every recognized conflict.

Theorem 2.5. The merge phase is complete, assuming that it is sound.

Publications related to Subthesis I.2 are as follows: [C1, C4, C8, C9]

Subthesis I.3

I have further analyzed the MDM algorithm presented in Subthesis I.2. I have reasoned
about the configuration cost of the algorithm. I have also determined the time complexity
of the three phases. I have shown that the AST matching phase can be computed in
polynomial time, the conflict detection phase can be computed in linear time, and the
automatic sub-phase of the merge phase can be computed in polynomial time.

Proposition 2.1. The cost of providing the parser operations in order to apply the algo-
rithm to an arbitrary modeling language is minimal.

The cost refers the theoretical and practical impact of providing the required opera-
tions in an arbitrary parser. Theoretical impact refers to the effort required to provide
the operation in theory, while practical impact refers to more practical considerations. In
the dissertation, I have examined the theoretical and practical impact of providing the
parser operations in order to reason that the cost required to adapt an arbitrary modeling
language to the algorithm is minimal.

Theorem 2.6. The AST matching phase of the algorithm can be computed in polyno-
mial time, with the atomic step of the algorithm being either the i) performance of an
IS_MATCH operation or ii) an iteration over a subtree.

Assuming two AST-s M,N , let us first separate the subtrees into disjoint sets based
on whether they have a matching pair in the other AST (Mp, Np) or not (Ms, Ns):

M = Mp ∪Ms,Mp ∩Ms = ∅; N = Np ∪Ns, Np ∩Ns = ∅; (1)

Time complexity in the case of IS_MATCH being an atomic step is as follows:

O(|Ms| ∗ |N |+ |Mp| ∗ |Ns|+
⌈
|Mp| ∗ (|Mp|+ 1)

2

⌉
) (2)

When an iteration over a sub-tree is an atomic step and when not using the same-level
heuristic, the time complexity is as follows:

O(|N | ∗ |M |) (3)
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Next, let us examine the case when an atomic step is an iteration over a subtree. If
the same-level heuristic is used, then there are two cases to be examined: i) matching
unmatched subtrees at the end of the AST matching phase and ii) matching subtrees on
the same level. Let us focus on the first case first. Let us introduce the sets Mu and Nu,
where ∀mu ∈Mu : mu ∈Mp ∧ ∃nu : (mu, nu) ∈MP ∧ nu.LEV EL ̸= mu.LEV EL, where
MP is the set of matching pairs. The other set (Nu) is defined symmetrically. In other
words, Mu and Nu consist of subtrees whose pair is on a different level. Furthermore, let
U1 = Ms ∪Mu, U2 = Ns ∪Nu be the set of unmatched trees in the two AST-s (produced
by set operations in the algorithm). Unmatched trees can be collected in linear time
(|AST1| + |AST2|) as AST1 and AST2 can be traversed in linear time using DFS. Thus,
the bound of time complexity in this case is as follows:

O(|U1| ∗ |U2|+ |AST1|+ |AST2|) (4)

As for the second case (matching subtrees on the same level), we can get a bound of
time complexity by examining every level of M and N . The worst-case time complexity
of matching level i is as follows:

O(|Ms| ∗ |N |+ |Mp| ∗ |Ns|+
⌈
|Mp| ∗ (|Mp|+ 1)

2

⌉
+ |U1| ∗ |U2|) (5)

Let DTC be the set of Different Text Conflicts, NTC the set of New Tree Conflicts,
MC the set of Move Conflicts recognized by the algorithm. Moreover, let Auto be the
set of automatically resolvable conflicts, and let V (DTC) be the total number of vertices
(nodes) for ∀(t1, t2) ∈ DTC. For more details on these concepts, see the dissertation.

Theorem 2.7. The conflict detection phase of the algorithm can be computed in linear
time.

O(|Unmatched|+ |Matched|+ V (DTC) + |AST1|+ |AST2|) (6)

Theorem 2.8. The automatic sub-phase of the merge phase of the algorithm can be
computed in polynomial time.

O(|NTC ∪DTC ∪MC| ∗ |Auto|) (7)

Publications related to Subthesis I.3 are as follows: [C2, C5, C7]

2.2 Thesis II

The second thesis focuses on how multi-level modeling constructs built on different foun-
dations can be described and experimented with in a unified way. A new formalism and
formal language are presented here that enables experimentation with research ideas in
the field of multi-level modeling. Four multi-level constructs are specified using the de-
veloped formalism and language. Finally, a practical application of the theoretical results
is showcased. The thesis consists of three subtheses. Publications related to Thesis II are
as follows: [J3] [C6, C10, C11]1.

1The results covered by this thesis in [J3] and [C11] are the author’s own results.
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Subthesis II.1

I have given a formalism for specifying the structure and semantics of multi-level con-
structs. The formalism is capable of describing multi-level constructs that are built upon
different theoretical foundations in a unified way. I have shown the feasibility of the for-
malism by specifying the structure and semantics of four multi-level constructs from the
literature. I have also formulated the exact semantics of these constructs in the form of
requirement lists.

The developed formalism is based on Abstract State Machines (ASM) [BS03]. Basic
ASMs are finite sets of transition rules of the form

if Condition then Updates (8)

which transform abstract states. A Condition (also referred to as guard) under which
a rule is applied is an arbitrary predicate logic formula without free variables, whose
interpretation evaluates to true or false.

Remark. Transition rules are not used later when defining the formalism to specify multi-
level constructs. Instead, the formalism focuses on one state of the ASM (defined later)
and its validity. Therefore, transition rules are introduced here only for the description of
the ASM formalism to be complete.

Definition 2.13. An abstract state machine M consists of a signature
∑

, a set of initial
states for

∑
, a set of rule declarations, and a distinguished rule name of arity zero called

the main rule name of the machine. [BS03]

The major distinction for a given ASM M is between its static functions - which never
change during any run of M so that their values for given arguments do not depend on
the states of M - and dynamic ones, which may change as a consequence of updates by M
or by the environment, so that their values for given arguments may depend on the states
of M . Dynamic functions are further divided into four subclasses. Of most importance
to us are derived functions which even if dynamic are not updatable either by M or by
the environment, but may be read by both and yield values which are defined by a fixed
scheme in terms of other functions. Thus derived functions are a kind of auxiliary function
coming with a specification or computation mechanism which is given separately from the
main machine; they may be thought of as a global method with read-only variables.

The structure of a multi-level construct consists of the underlying modeling structure
(e.g., nodes, edges, fields) and of the construct itself (e.g., classic potency, leap potency).
Multi-level constructs are usually interpreted over a defined modeling structure like the
OCA [AK02], hence the distinction of the underlying structure. I have defined the supe-
runiverse |A| of state A and the structure of a multi-level modeling construct, which is
represented as a Labeled Directed Graph. An Abstract State Machine (ASM) operates
on the graph as its data structure.

Definition 2.14. The superuniverse |A| of state A consists of the following universes:
• Ubool consisting of the boolean constants true and false
• Unumber consisting of integer numbers {N} and the symbol ∞ representing infinity
• Ustring consisting of finite length character sequences
• UID consisting of valid identifiers
• Ubase = Ubool ∪ Unumber ∪ Ustring ∪ UID, defined only as an auxiliary universe
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Definition 2.15. The nodes of the Labeled Directed Graph partially consist of struc-
tural entities with a unique identifier and a structural meta type that represents the
multi-level nature of the model. A structural entity can contain structural attributes
that also have an identifier and a structural meta type, in addition to being able to contain
a value. Complex structural attributes can also contain other structural attributes.
The nodes of the graph consist also of structural attributes. Both structural entities and
structural attributes are capable of holding annotations and annotation definitions.

There are three different label structure for the separate concepts of the formalism
(entities and attributes, annotation definitions, and annotations). The following listing
defines one of them, namely, the label structure used by both structural entities and
structural attributes, notated by EAttN :

• EAttID: the globally unique ID of the element
the value is taken from UID

• EAttName: the locally unique ID of the element
the value is taken from UID

• EAttMeta: the structural meta type of the element
the value is taken from UID

• EAttAttributes: the list of structural attributes of the element
the values are taken from UID

• EAttAnnotations: the list of annotations assigned to the element
the values are taken from UID

• EAttAnnDefs: the list of annotation definitions that can be assigned to the element
the values are taken from UID

• EAttType: the specified type of the element
the value is taken from UID

• EAttV alue: the value of the element
the value is taken from Ubase

• EAttIsArray: whether the type of the element is also an array
the value is taken from Ubool

• EAttIsEntity: whether the element is a structural entity (or a structural attribute)
the value is taken from Ubool

• EAttIsDomain: whether the element is a part of a domain model
the value is taken from Ubool

The semantics of a multi-level construct can be described by creating derived functions
for the ASM. I have defined the necessary and sufficient conditions of the validity of my
formalism (the model).

I have given a number of pre-defined shared and derived functions (ΦX) representing
the core rules of the formalism. Construct-specific rules can be defined by adding new
ΨX derived functions.

Definition 2.16. State A is invalid if any of the derived functions ΦX for any valid input
in A return false. Every ΦX function returning true is a necessary but not sufficient
condition to A being valid.

Definition 2.17. State A of the ASM is valid if and only if all of the ΦX and ΨX derived
functions return true for all valid input in A.
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Some examples of pre-defined helper and ΦX functions are as follows. The following
helper functions decide if an element (EAtt) is a direct or indirect (transitive) instance
of another one (EAttByID returns an EAtt element by ID):

IsInstance(e : EAtt,m : EAtt) : Ubool =def e.EAttMeta = m.EAttID (9)

IsTransitiveInstance(e : EAtt,m : EAtt) : Ubool =def m ̸= undef∧
(IsInstance(e,m) ∨ IsTransitiveInstance(EAttByID(e.EAttMeta),m)) (10)

Since self meta references are usually not allowed in modeling, they are forbidden:

ΨSelfMeta(e : EAtt) =def e.EAttMeta ̸= e.EAttID (11)

Annotations can only be assigned to entities or attributes with EAttIsDomain = true:

ΦDomainA(e : EAtt) =def ¬e.EAttIsDomain =⇒ e.EAttAnnotations = ∅ (12)

Certain labels are not allowed to have undef as a value, but since every universe of
|A| contains undef by definition, these labels have to be constrained:

ΦUndefEA(e : EAtt) =def e.EAttID ̸= undef ∧ e.EAttName ̸= undef∧
e.EAttIsEntity ̸= undef ∧ e.EAttIsDomain ̸= undef (13)

ΦUndefAD(ad : AnnDef) =def ad.AnnDefID ̸= undef∧
ad.AnnDefIsMutable ̸= undef ∧ ad.AnnDefIsOptional ̸= undef (14)

ΦUndefA(a : Ann) =def a.AnnID ̸= undef ∧ a.AnnDefinition ̸= undef

∧ a.AnnTarget ̸= undef (15)

Domain models - which are considered to be the scientific experiments - can also be
defined using the formalism. The previously defined ΦX and ΨX functions are evaluated
on domain models, in order to enforce the semantics of multi-level constructs.

Definition 2.18. A domain model consists of i) structural entities and attributes
(EAtt) with EAttDomain = true and ii) annotations (Ann). ΨX functions are only eval-
uated on domain models. Domain models are considered to be the scientific experiments
in our approach.

Some of the requirements for classic potency - present in one of the earliest approaches
to multi-level modeling and used by many approaches since - formulated by me are as
follows. The full requirements for classic potency and for the other three constructs can
be found in the dissertation.

CP1 “As its name implies, the level of a model element is an integer representing the
model level in which the element resides." [AK01] Therefore, every model element
(node, edge, field) must be assigned a level n, which reflects that said model element
is on level n.

CP2 The level of a model element must be greater than or equal to 0.

12
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CP3 The level of a field must be equal to the level of the containing node.
CP4 Levels are separated by the instantiation relationship. The instance of a model

element is on the level exactly one less than that of the model element.
CP5 A cross-level reference is an edge that runs between two nodes that are on different

levels. Cross-level references are not allowed. Strictly speaking, this requirement
relates to “strict meta-modeling" frameworks like the OCA [AK02].

CP6 “The potency of a model element is an integer that defines the depth to which a
model element can be instantiated." [AK01] Therefore, every model element must
have potency assigned.

CP7 “. . . potency of a model element cannot be greater than its level . . . "[AK01]
CP8 The potency of a model element must be greater than or equal to 0.
CP9 “The act of instantiating a model element obviously reduces its potency by one."

[AK01] Thus, the instance of a model element has a potency value that is exactly
one less than that of the model element.

...

Based on the requirements, I have specified the structure and semantics of clas-
sic potency with my formalism. The semantics of classic potency are specified using
ΨX functions. Using a simplified EAttN notation (EAtt{EAttID, EAttName, EAttMeta,
EAttAttributes, EAttAnnDefs}), some examples of structural specification are as follows:

• EAtt{ModelElement, ModelElement, undef, ∅, {Level, Potency}}
• EAtt{Node, Node, ModelElement, {NodeFields, NodeIsAbstract},

{Level,Potency}}
• EAtt{Field, Field, ModelElement, {FieldType, FieldValue},

{Level, Potency, Nature}}
• EAtt{Edge, Edge, ModelElement, {EdgeSource, EdgeTarget, EdgeSourceMin,

EdgeSourceMax, EdgeTargetMin, EdgeTargetMax}, {Level, Potency}}
...
Publications related to Subthesis II.1 are as follows: [J3] [C6, C10]

Subthesis II.2

I have developed a formal language over the formalism presented in Subthesis II.1. The
language provides an easy way to specify multi-level constructs using the formalism. I have
demonstrated the applicability of the language by specifying the structure and semantics
of classic potency, along with a domain model.

The Multi-Level Specification Language (MLSL) is presented via CF grammars using
the EBNF notation. The language consists of four sub-languages, each responsible for
a separate part of construct specification and experimentation. A common grammar
containing re-usable concepts is also presented. Therefore, I have specified MLSL with the
following CF grammars: i) common grammar rules, ii) structure definition, iii) annotation
definition, iv) semantic definition, and v) domain model definition. As an example, the
semantic definition sub-language is defined as follows.
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⟨validation_rule⟩ |= ⟨if_statement⟩ | ⟨simple_statement⟩
⟨if_statement⟩ |= ”if” ”(” ⟨expression⟩ ”)” ”{” ⟨statement⟩ ”}

[⟨else_statement⟩]
⟨else_statement⟩ |= ”else” ⟨if_statement⟩ | ”{” ⟨statement⟩ ”}”

⟨simple_statement⟩ |= ⟨expression⟩ [⟨where_clause⟩] ”; ”
⟨where_clause⟩ |= ”where” (⟨expression⟩ | ⟨identifier⟩ ”in” ⟨identifier⟩)

{”and” (⟨expression⟩ | ⟨identifier⟩ ”in” ⟨identifier⟩)}
⟨expression⟩ |= ⟨simple_expression⟩ |

”!” ⟨expression⟩ |
⟨aggregate⟩ |
⟨expression⟩ ⟨arithmetic_op⟩ ⟨expression⟩ |
...

⟨simple_expression⟩ |= ⟨qualifier⟩ | ⟨integer⟩ | ”true” | ”false” | ”null”
⟨aggregate⟩ |= (”count” | ”min” | ”max” | ”avg” | ”sum”)

”(” ⟨qualifier⟩ ”)”
⟨closure⟩ |= ”closure” ”(” ⟨qualifier⟩ ”)” ”{” ⟨statement⟩ ”}”

⟨quantifier⟩ |= (”forall” | ”exists) ⟨identifier⟩ ”as” ⟨identifier⟩ ” : ”

⟨expression⟩ [⟨where_clause⟩]

I have analyzed every sub-language and reasoned about its expressive power compared
to that of the formalism. I have determined that MLSL is feasible for practical use, by
specifying the structure and semantics of classic potency, along with a domain model.
The structural definition of classic potency, along with some validation rules defining the
semantics are as follows.
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ModelElement : undef {}

Node : ModelElement {
f i e l d s : F i e ld [ ] ;
i sAbs t r a c t : bool ;

}

F i e ld : undef {
value : base ;
type : base ;

}

Edge : ModelElement {
source : Node ;
t a r g e t : Node ;
sourceMin : number ;
sourceMax : number ;
targetMin : number ;
targetMax : number ;

}

Inhe r i t anc e : Edge { }

Edge . sourceMax >= Edge . sourceMin ;
Edge . targetMax >= Edge . targetMin ;

f o rA l l inh as Inhe r i t anc e :
f o rA l l f 2 as F i e ld :
e x i s t s f 1 as F i e ld :
f 2 . name = f1 . name and
f2 . type = f1 . type and
f2 . va lue = f1 . va lue

where f 1 in inh . source . f i e l d s and
f2 . potency > 0 and
f2 in inh . t a r g e t . f i e l d s ;

Publications related to Subthesis II.2 are as follows: [J3] [C6]

Subthesis II.3

I have created the Multi-Level Modeling Playground (MLMP), a modular, scientific frame-
work used for experimenting in the field of multi-level modeling. MLMP is built upon the
formalism presented in Subthesis II.1 and uses the language presented in Subthesis II.2. I
have also evaluated MLMP in practice by comparing it to alternative solutions that could
be used as the basis of a scientific playground.

In scientific and engineering research it has always been an essential requirement to
rely only on measurements and experiments that are repeatable and discernable by the
research community. Hence, there has always been an accentuated interest in having
demonstrative playgrounds where researchers encode their ideas and others can reproduce
the measurements, thus verifying the results.

Figure 3: The modular architecture of MLMP.
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From an architectural point of view, MLMP is modular: it consists of modules and do-
main models, as demonstrated in Figure 3. This is a novel - albeit very practice-oriented -
feature that is not present in the formalism. Modules contain construct definitions, while
domain models contain domain model definitions and are based on one or more mod-
ules. Module definition consists of three components, with arrows depicting dependencies
between them. In contrast, domain model definition consists of only one component.
Between modules and domain models, the following dependencies are allowed:

• A module can optionally depend on one or more other modules. Modules can use
every concept from the module(s) they depend on.

• A domain model must depend (directly or indirectly, via other domain models)
on one or more modules. Domain models can use every concept defined in the
module(s), and are validated according to the well-formedness rules defined within.

• A domain model can optionally depend on one or more other domain models. A
domain model can use every concept (model element) from the domain model(s) it
depends on.

MLMP is built upon the Dynamic Multi-Layer Algebra2, translating its concepts to
that of DMLA. The validating nature of DMLA makes it ideal to be the basis of such a
playground. In addition to the four constructs specified in the dissertation, many others
were also specified in practice3.

Modules and domain models in MLMP are specified using MLSL, which is structured
almost identically as it was specified in Subthesis II.2. In addition, modularization-related
concepts are introduced into MLSL in order to comply with the modular nature of MLMP.
It is worth noting that MLSL does not depend on the inner structure of DMLA, however,
the model elements generated from MLSL specifications are full-fledged DMLA entities,
which could have been built manually. In this regard, MLSL can be considered to be
syntactic sugar upon DMLA. Of course, this is just one practical application of MLSL,
and the design choice for the compiler to generate DMLA entities is entirely arbitrary.

I have also evaluated MLMP in practice, comparing it with other solutions that could
be used to create a scientific playground: i) the two-level meta-modeling framework EMF
and ii) the multi-level modeling tool Melanee. MLSL was also compared to the OCL and
its variants commonly used by modeling frameworks for constraint definition. Based on
the results of the evaluation, I have shown that MLMP better achieves its goals than the
alternatives could.

Publications related to Subthesis II.3 are as follows: [J3] [C6, C11]

Miscellaneous Publications

Other noteworthy publications that are unrelated to the theses are as follows: [O1, O2,
O3, O4, O5, O6, O7]

2https://www.aut.bme.hu/Pages/Research/VMTS/DMLA
3https://github.com/bmeaut/MLMP
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